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Choosing the Optimal
Archive Storage Strategy
for Rich Media Content
The costs and considerations Media & Entertainment industry
professionals must weigh as they chose whether to archive
their valuable media content in a public cloud, on digital tape
in an on-premise LTO tape library or a hybrid of both.
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AWASH IN A SEA OF CONTENT

“Now that
everyone has
woken up to
the fact that
content is king
and has longterm value, they
are beginning to
understand that
it also involves a
significant cost
to store.”

TV station groups, sports broadcasters, production companies and movie
studios share a common challenge: how to preserve their ever-increasing
libraries of valuable content.
A single medium-market TV station producing two hours of local news per
weekday will create 15 TB of data or more per year. So even a small group
of six to seven such stations requires 100 TB of additional storage annually.
Similarly, sports-related content producers are awash in wave after wave
of new audio and video data that must be stored and managed for every
single game, match and event. For example, NASCAR Productions creates

–Steve Davis, Atlantabased media storage

and stores hundreds of hours of video each week, which translates into
more than 1 PB of new data to store every year.

consultant

Compounding this challenge is a seemingly endless cycle of new
production technology developments. These new advances not only
enhance the content upon which the media and entertainment (M&E)
industry depends but also use more data and require more and more
storage to archive this content
“Now that everyone has woken up to the fact that content is king and has
long-term value, they are beginning to understand that it also involves a
significant cost to store,” said Steve Davis, an Atlanta-based media storage
consultant who formerly was SVP and CTO of Crawford Communications.
“It grows and grows and grows. And the bit rates are high.”

Tape Continues to Be Lowest Cost Storage Option
Cost to Store, 1PB Over 3 Years (in Dollars)

3,446,000

2,566,000

1,450,000

564,000

Flash

NAS Disk

S3

Object

300,000

Glacier

107,000

Tape

Sources and assumptions: Includes product price, 3 year support, $1,000 per month hosting fees, and storage admin costs for non-cloud items.
For S3 and Glacier, assumes 10% of data accessed each month out of the cloud.
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Even as new compression schemes are developed to lower bitrates and
file sizes, higher resolutions, such as 4K UHD with four times – and even
8K with 16 times – as many pixels as Full HD, are pushing annual storage
requirements higher.
“Then there is multi-camera, VR and 3D to consider, so the cost of
storage becomes something that can’t be ignored,” said Davis. “It
forces enterprises into evermore elaborate strategies around archive
management.”

MULTIPLE ARCHIVING OPTIONS
Whether they know it or not, each M&E enterprise has its own magic
number of stored bits beyond which it makes sense to move infrequently
accessed data from existing high-performance storage intended for
editorial use to archival storage.
While the number will vary, many organizations will find they begin to hit
a pain threshold as they approach 500 TB. At that point, it makes better
financial sense to introduce archival storage and free up costly storage for
revenue-generating editorial use.
When media enterprises reach their threshold, they have three options
for long-term media archiving: on-premise digital magnetic tape-based
archival storage in a Linear Tape-Open (LTO) library; the cloud – either
public or private; or some hybrid combination of the two.
Before choosing, these enterprises must consider four important factors:
cost, performance, accessibility and security. Additionally, in some

KEY TAKEAWAYS
■ Media and entertainment enterprises are awash in data,
and the number of bits they must store only grows larger
with time and new technological demands.
■ Archiving content and protecting against disaster
with an effective DR strategy requires organizations to
weigh many factors, including cost, accessibility and
performance.

■ LTO-tape continues to be highly affordable on a per-bit
basis as a solution for archiving media assets and DR.
■ Cloud storage, both public and private has emerged as an
important alternative for some media applications.
■ Many M&E enterprises will find a hybrid of both onpremise LTO and cloud storage offers the best of both
worlds.
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situations the operational model of the business is a fifth factor that
must be part of any evaluation. Specifically, how a business operates
will determine whether it is better served by making an upfront capital
investment in storage technology or by choosing a recurring monthly
operational expense to archive media assets.
The cost factor for archiving media assets can be a bit complicated to
determine. Not only are there multiple hard costs to weigh, such as the
price of an LTO robot or what a cloud provider charges to store, retrieve
and request data, but there are also other considerations that will vary
from operation to operation. Cloud-related costs that can vary include
items like the price of last-mile connectivity and bandwidth to transport
assets to and from the cloud. Depreciation schedules and strategies are
among the variables for on-premise storage.

Performance
and accessibility,
two closely
related factors,
play major
roles in helping
to define the
experience users
will have with
their archival
storage medium.

Performance and accessibility, two closely related factors, play major roles
in helping to define the experience users will have with their archival
storage medium. Metrics such as input/output operations per second,
transaction processing workload and read/write speed help define
performance of a digital storage medium. Where these two factors overlap
relates to the response time metric – that is the time it takes for a storage
medium to serve up requested files.
Security, the other major factor, takes many forms. It pertains to protecting
assets from piracy and other malicious acts as well as the protection of
stored content from entropic data rot. It involves where data is stored
geographically, how it is backed up and even the way it is insulated from
the fallout of a business failure.
What follows is a detailed analysis of the two primary archiving strategies –
cloud and on-premise LTO tape storage – as well as an examination of
hybrid applications involving both. Each analysis also includes a summary
of use cases.
As will become evident, opinions can vary about tape vs. cloud vs. hybrid.
However, it is important to remember that everyone approaches the
subject with the unique concerns of their organizations in mind. The lens
they use to reach their conclusions is colored by their own specific needs
and circumstances.
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IN THE CLOUD
Public cloud storage services, such as those offered
by Amazon, Microsoft and Google, have captured the

USE CASE SNAPSHOT: CLOUD

attention of M&E enterprises for archiving content,
largely because of pricing.

■ Large, rarely accessed video archives

However, determining the true cost of cloud

■ Media companies pursuing an OPEX

archiving can be tricky. First, an M&E enterprise
must decide whether it needs fast access to data
stored in the cloud or it can wait a longer time to retrieve

of institutions like museums.

business model with large archival
needs.

its content.
Amazon Web Services illustrates the point. Its low-cost Glacier storage
($0.004 per gigabyte per month as of this writing), which is intended for
archiving applications, typically requires three to five hours for a standard
retrieval. Its more expensive S3-IA (Simple Storage Service-Infrequent
Access) service ($0.0125 per gigabyte per month as of this writing)
promises low latency and high throughput.
Other costs, such as the per gigabyte price of data retrieved from storage,
the costs of making retrieval requests and the cost of bandwidth to
connect an enterprise’s site with the cloud, must be factored in.

Tape Vs. Cloud Cost Analysis
4PB Public Cloud Archive
Amazon Glacier
COST ITEM

Data Storage
Retrieval Cost (5%)

4PB On Premise Archive
Scalar LTO Tape Library

3 YEAR COST

COST ITEM

3 YEAR COST

576,000

Hardware

181,000

72,000
$648,000

Networking

12,000

Media

32,000

Install

24,000

Support

33,000

Shipping

5,000
$287,000
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M&E enterprises with multiple operations located in different areas that
push content to the cloud should be aware that the cost of bandwidth for
last mile connectivity for each site can vary dramatically based on location
and service availability.
When it comes to security, cloud service providers contend it is impossible
for a media enterprise to replicate the level of data protection they offer.
Cloud services argue no media business will out spend them on the steps
they take to keep data secure, and they have the certifications to prove it.
For example, Amazon says on its website that Glacier uses the 256-bit
Advanced Encryption Standard (AES-256), “one of the strongest block
ciphers available,” as well as an identity and access management system
that allows users to control who has the right to access stored data.

“Generally,
the quantity
of data stored
in an archival
application
is huge, and
therefore the raw
monthly cost
per byte is a big
factor,”
–Steve Davis, Atlantabased media storage
consultant

Public cloud services also can provide geo-spacing which protects
archived data against the ravages of localized natural disasters, such as
tornados, hurricanes, floods and earthquakes, by distributing data across
Cost to Store, 1PB Over 3 Years (in Dollars)
3,446,000
multiple geographic locations.
2,566,000

A good example of when it makes sense to use the cloud to archive
media assets involves non-profits, museums and other institutions with a
massive amount of media1,450,000
assets. They may find the pricing of an archival
service like Amazon Glacier to be particularly appealing, said Davis.
564,000

Flash

NAS Disk

S3

107,000

300,000

Object

Glacier

Tape

Sources and assumptions: Includes product price, 3 year support, $1,000 per month hosting fees, and storage admin costs for non-cloud items.
For S3 and Glacier, assumes 10% of data accessed each month out of the cloud.

Tape Retrievals are 2.5x-50x Faster than Cloud
(and are Free)
Data Retrieval Times (Days)

TAPE

102

CLOUD

Tape retrieval is 5x faster
with 500Mbps connection.

51

Retrieving 25 TB of data
takes <1 day for tape, and
takes 5 days for cloud.

21

20
.5

1
5 TB

Cloud
Retrieval
Costs
$0.5K

5

1
25 TB

$2.5K

10

2

10

4

50 TB

100 TB

250 TB

500 TB

$5K

$9K

$18K

$31K

Assumes 500Mbps transfer rate f rom AWS, with 100% bandwidth usage.
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“Generally, the quantity of data stored in an archival application is huge,
and therefore the raw monthly cost per byte is a big factor,” said Davis.
Thus, public cloud services like Amazon Glacier at $0.004 per gigabyte per
month can be appealing.
“The intent of Glacier is to ingest and touch never,” added Quantum’s
Carson. However, there is an important caveat to consider, especially if a
cloud archive is intended to serve as a disaster recovery (D.R.) archive.
“You have a certain number of terabytes you can touch on a monthly
basis,” said Carson. Surpassing that threshold, which may be likely in a D.R.

When it comes
to protecting
data from
entropic
damage,
monitoring
and managing
data stored on
tape must be
considered.

scenario, can cause costs to escalate dramatically, making them, in his
words, “punitive” at some point.
However, it should be noted that cloud pricing has a history of dropping
with time, which played into NASCAR Production’s decision to transition
to the cloud for its archival storage requirements, said Chris Witmayer,
Director of Broadcast, Production and New Media Technology at NASCAR.
“Actually, I was not an advocate for the cloud for many years,” said
Witmayer. “I didn’t think it was priced accordingly. It didn’t have the speed
and what we were looking for.”
However, every year NASCAR investigates current pricing and
performance of cloud storage, and in the past 18 months it determined
the cloud has reached a tipping point, he said. Not only is the cloud priced
competitively with LTO, but it also will allow the media operation to realize
workflow and personnel efficiencies, he added.
The sheer amount of data NASCAR needs to store in the cloud gives it
negotiating power with cloud providers that other media operations may
not have, he noted. At present, NASCAR has 15 PB of data in its archive, and
it adds 1.2 PB annually.
Charges for accessing NASCAR media content in the cloud are
manageable, he added. The media operation, which captures about
300 hours of content per week from all ENG camera sources, broadcast
productions and officiating, uses about 1 percent of that content for its
weekly post-produced shows. Beyond the weekly shows, NASCAR will only
use “a percentage of that percentage” for highlights, he said.
“Most cloud services quote about 5 cents per gigabyte per download so
about one minute of footage costs you about 5 cents to get back,” he said.
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“We know from our analysis that the amount of data being pulled back in
any given month is about 23 TB. When we do the math and calculate that
into our overall storage costs, we believe that all of this will basically be a
wash [compared to the LTO-based archive NASCAR has used].”

ON-PREMISE STORAGE
M&E enterprises considering LTO-based digital
storage for archiving will face an unavoidable
capital expense to put a system in place. They will
need an LTO robotic loader, tape drives and a tape
management system.
Other associated expenses include the costs of LTO
tape, the square footage needed for the system
and personnel to attend to it, said Jim Casabella,
president of The Jim Casabella Consulting Group in
Memphis, Tenn.

USE CASE SNAPSHOT: ON-PREMISE
■ TV station groups needing to preserve
stories currently residing on ageing
videotape.
■ TV broadcasters needing fast
access to promos and ads parked
off spinning disks.

Enterprises should also plan for the expense of migrating to newer
generations of LTO storage with time, incurring new capital costs in the
process, he said. However, it should be noted that a provision of the Tax
Cuts and Jobs Act of 2017 in the United States allows certain businesses to
expense 100 percent of the cost of most business equipment in the first
year. Tax laws and capital depreciation schedules will vary by state.
Still, when measured on a per gigabyte basis, the cost of storing archival
data on LTO tape maintains its advantage against other alternatives, said
Casabella, who specializes in consulting with media organizations about
storage archive solutions and asset management.
In terms of performance, retrieving data stored on-premise from an LTObased library typically takes seconds or at most a few minutes. The latest
generation of LTO storage technology, LTO 8, offers a data transfer rate of
360MB/s native and 750MB/s compressed.
When it comes to protecting data from entropic damage, monitoring and
managing data stored on tape must be considered. Quantum’s Extended
Data Life Management (EDLM) scans LTO-stored data to validate its
integrity and takes the necessary steps to protect it by automatically
making a new copy of the data on a fresh tape.
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Beyond this level of data protection, there is the question of maintaining
the physical security of LTO tapes from theft or natural disasters. Multiple
copies of tapes can be stored at different locations to protect against
calamities. However, doing so also multiplies the steps needed to
safeguard against theft and piracy, all of which can be planned for and
professionally executed.
One attractive use case for LTO tape storage is archiving historical news
footage at local television stations, said Casabella.
Local stations in particular have a strong motivation to archive footage
on digital tape these days as their ¾-inch U-Matic videotape used for
electronic news gathering has a finite life as a storage medium, said
Casabella, who served as director of technology for the ABC Owned
Television Station Group until retiring in February 2016.
While with ABC, Casabella led a group-wide, multi-million-dollar effort
to digitize about 150,000 analog tape assets on and store them on LTO
4 digital tape, which subsequently has been updated on succeeding
generations of LTO tape. Cassette labels and content lists stored on paper
with each videotape were photographed with a digital camera, providing
some metadata for each archived asset, he explained.
Relying on LTO tape rather than the cloud made sense for the project for
several reasons. First, a cloud alternative like Glacier only became available
in August 2012, eight months after transferring videotape to LTO began
and even longer since the project’s planning cycle began. Second, from a
pricing point of view, LTO was more affordable, he said.

While the pros
and cons of
each archiving
option are sure
to change as
pricing models
fluctuate,
networking
technologies
evolve and
storage media
advances,
enterprises
without an
archive strategy
in place are at
risk of spiraling
cost structures,
a loss of
productivity
and missing
out on business
opportunities.

Finally, journalists don’t have the luxury of waiting for hours to access
historical content. Even though a piece of content stored in archive may
be from years gone by, it can become timely in an instant based on the
day’s events, which means accessibility was a major concern, he noted.
The project, which took four years to complete, also unified the station
group’s legacy and existing workflows. “Everything going forward for
several years had been done on servers and non-linear editing systems.
So, we had all of that archived in nearline libraries on data tape that was
accessible and searchable,” said Casabella. “But every time we went to get
content that predated going digital, it was all on videotape, and it was the
old tape workflows. We’d have to digitize it and put it into the system.”
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Nearly 95 percent of the cost of this project was the digitization process,
he added. “Once you digitize it, it’s really pretty cheap to maintain because
the cost of storage is going down,” he said.
Every six to eight years, it will be necessary to migrate the storage to the
latest generation of LTO because that’s about how long the tape drives
and digital tape format is supported, he added. However, migrating from
one to the other is a simple matter of copying from the generation of LTO
in use to the current generation with no labor involved.
Another use case for LTO-based archiving involves TV promos and
commercial spots, said Quantum’s Carson. “Sometimes, stations need to
park promotional or commercial spots for two or three months,” he said.
“They build them and park them. Shortly before the air date, they pull
them back onto disks so they can go live.”
Several factors make this short-term parking application appealing, including
better resource utilization of nearline storage, the lower cost of LTO tape when
compared to spinning disk and the flexibility to make an easy transition from
short-term parking to longer term deep archiving on LTO tape, said Carson.
As in the news archiving example, short-term parking on-premise offers
the benefit of nearly immediate access to content rather than the hours
to retrieve ads or promos from deep storage in the cloud. This is a real
benefit that can allow stations to respond in a timely fashion to lastminute changes in air schedules from the traffic department.

A HYBRID ARCHIVE
It’s common for mid-size and large M&E organizations
to have multiple workflows, each with its own storage
requirements. As a result, many organizations have
chosen to leverage the value of a hybrid archive
solution based both on cloud and on-premise storage
resources. A hybrid strategy also can offer M&E
enterprises the benefit of taking advantage of the
best of both archiving alternatives.
Security is a good example. “You can write
a copy to AWS and two to tape,” explained
Quantum’s Carson. “Take one copy out and
send it to Iron Mountain or some other

USE CASE SNAPSHOT: HYBRID
■ Cloud bursting for encoding and A.I.-driven
metadata creation.
■ Organizations desiring redundant media
archives for maximum security.
■ Sports organizations wanting fast
access to frequently used assets and
simple archiving of game coverage.
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repository with the same physical security. That way you have ultimate
control and can pull back any one of those copies at any time.”
Similarly, organizations can mold a hybrid approach that leverages the
strengths of both the cloud and on-premise archiving when it comes to
performance, accessibility and cost.
Cloud bursting, a technique to scale up processing power by leveraging
more CPUs and GPUs as needed in the cloud to accomplish a computeintensive task, offers a good use case that illustrates how M&E enterprises
can take advantage of the best of both storage options.
For instance, a hypothetical media enterprise that wishes to use cloud-based
Artificial Intelligence tools, such as speech-to-text functionality and facial
recognition, to generate useful metadata describing archived video assets,
can take advantage of processing power in the cloud and continue to use onpremise storage to achieve its specific cost, accessibility and security goals.
In this hybrid application, a media enterprise can temporarily push
a portion of its archive – most likely lower-resolution proxy files – to
the cloud where A.I. processing can create additional metadata. The
metadata can then be retrieved and married to the on-premise archival
copy, while the version of the metadata in the cloud as well as the proxy
files can be discarded. The process can be repeated as budget allows
until the entire LTO-based library has been updated with enhanced
metadata, explained Casabella.
An additional hybrid use case involves a sports organization like a
baseball or basketball team that relies on local LTO tape storage to build
an easily accessible source for game highlights while pushing video of an
entire game into the cloud, said storage consultant Davis.
“That will allow a team to access a high-quality copy of content close at
hand in a way that fits its economic model, but it will also give them that
long-term storage and redundancy in the cloud,” he said.
Yet another use case for TV broadcasters is a hybrid setup with a twist,
explained Casabella. Rather than a public cloud, a small television station

HELPFUL
RESOURCES
Quantum Tape Storage
An online resource
for information about
Quantum LTO tape
libraries, the benefits of
LTO 8 and other useful
info.
https://www.quantum.
com/en/products/tapestorage/
Quantum StorNext For
Media & Entertainment
Workflows
A quick overview of
the file system in M&E
applications.
https://youtu.be/
hXmDxSVnENY
Unmatched Streaming
Performance & Advanced
Data Management
A landing page with
many StorNext resources,
including info on the
latest version.
https://www.quantum.
com/en/products/filesystem/
Extended Data Life
Management (EDLM)
Best Practices
A description of EDLM
and how it can be
implemented to preserve
data stored
on LTO tape.
http://qsupport.quantum.
com/kb/node/4548

group could set up its own private cloud based upon LTO tape storage,
said Casabella.
With as few as six stations, a group could afford to share one or two LTO
tape repositories to archive the content they produce locally, he said.
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Sharing the costs associated with LTO, including the robot, drives, tape
and a storage management system, puts digital archiving of media assets
within reach for each station, he explained.
If such a station group also uses a spoke-and-hub model for graphics
production, playout or some other common broadcast operation, locating
the LTO archive at the hub is an attractive solution, he added. Not only will
the bandwidth already in place that ties each station to the hub be more
than sufficient to transport station content to the LTO library, but locating
the archive at the hub ensures personnel will be available to address any
issue that may arise, he said.

MAKING THE RIGHT CHOICE
While the pros and cons of each archiving option are sure to change as
pricing models fluctuate, networking technologies evolve and storage
media advances, enterprises without an archive strategy in place are at
risk of spiraling cost structures, a loss of productivity and missing out on
business opportunities.
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Yet, having an archive strategy in place is just the starting point. Media
organizations can take their operations to the next level once they have a
clear understanding of the workflows driving their storage requirements.
Then they are ready to architect the archive storage solution that makes
the most sense based on the key factors of cost, security, accessibility and
performance. In the end, the benefits of properly aligning how media is
archived to the needs of the business will have a significant impact on
future operations.
While M&E enterprises beginning this journey towards an archive solution
may at first be uncertain about their final destination, two things are
certain. Not only will storage requirements of their business continue to
grow, but the data they are storing will become more valuable over time.
Waiting to decide is not an option. Not only does such hesitation put valuable
media assets at risk, but it also precludes M&E enterprises from taking
advantage of new tools that come along, such as A.I.-powered metadata
creation technology, that could make historical assets even more valuable.
Those who are tempted to postpone coming to a decision for fear of
making the wrong choice might be well-served to remember storage
consultant Davis’ perspective: “There is no one pat solution, that’s why it’s
developed into an art and a science.” ■
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